This paper considers an extended cumulative damage model with two kinds of shocks: One is failure shock at which a system fails and the other is damage shock at which it suffers only damage. Shocks occur at a nonhomogeneous Poisson process. A system fails when a failure shock occurs or the total damage has exceeded a threshold level K. A system is also replaced before failure at scheduled time T. Reliability measures of this model are derived, using the theory of cumulative processes. Further, this is applied to the backup of files in a database system. Optimal replacement times which minimize the expected cost are discussed and numerically computed for several cases.
Introduction
Shocks occur at a random point and each shock causes an amount of damage to a system. These damages accumulate additively and a system fails when the total amount of damage has exceeded a threshold level K. Such a stochastic model generates a cumulative process 131. Some aspects of damage models from reliability viewpoints were discussed by Esary, Marshal1 and Proschan 151. It is of great interest that a system is replaced before failure as preventive maintenance. The replacement policies where a system is replaced before failure at time T [17] , at shock N [10], or at damage Z [6, 91 were considered. Nakagawa and Kijima [l11 applied the periodic replacement with minimal repair [l] at failure to a cumulative damage model and obtained optimal values T * N* and Z* which minimize the expected cost. This paper considers a cumulative damage model with two kinds of shocks described in Figure 1 and Figure 2 : A system suffers two kinds of shocks which occur at a nonhomogeneous Poisson process. We call that one is failure shock at which a system fails and the other is damage shock at which it suffers only damage. These damages accumulate additively and a system also fails when the total damage has exceeded a threshold level K. A system is replaced at failure (see Figure 1 ). However, to lessen a replacement cost after failure, a system is also replaced before failure at scheduled time T as preventive maintenance (see Figure 2 ). In this paper, we apply this cumulative damage model to the backup of files in a database system [16] . We suggest a stochastic backup model of files, by putting damage by dumped files, damage shock by update and failure shock by database failure. We obtain the expected cost rate C(T), and discuss an optimal full backup time T* which minimizes C ( T ) , when a database is updated at a Poisson process. It is shown that an optimal T* is determined by a unique solution of an equation.
Further, Yeh [l91 has considered the replacement model where the failure times of a system after repairs form a geometric process. We obtain the expected cost of the backup and a mean-value function r ( t ) , i.e., r ( t ) = f'i(u)du. Further, it is assumed that the probability that the damage shock occurs is p (Q < p < 1) and the probability that failure shock occurs is 1 -p. It is noted that failure shocks occur at a nonhomogeneous Poisson process with an intensity function (l -p) y (t) , and damage shocks occur at a nonhomogeneous
Poisson process with an intensity function A(t) = p^(t) and a mean-value function R(t) p r ( t ) [12] . Then, the probability that the j-th damage shock occurs exactly during (0, t] is where R(0) = 0.
Further, an amount Y, of damage due to the j-th damage shock has a probability dis-
Pr{Y, < X} ( j = 1,2, S ) with finite mean. Then, the total damage 2, xLi to the j-th damage shock where Z0 0 has a distribution where the asterisk mark represents the Stieltjes convolution, i. e., a * b(
for any functions a(t) and b(t). Let F i t ) l -e -( ' -~)~(~) , which is the distribution of failure time due to failure shock, and .F'(t) 1 -Fit). Then, the probability that a system is replaced before failure at l the probability that a system is replaced when the total damage has exceeded K is
and the probability that a system is replaced at failure shock is
It is evident that (2.3)+(2.4)+(2.5)=1. The mean time E ( T ) to replacement is
Further, the expected number of shocks until replacement is
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Backup Policy In recent years, the database in computer systems has become very important in the highly information-oriented society. In particular, the reliable database is the most indispensable instrument in on-line transaction processing systems such as real-time systems used for ank. The data in a computer system are frequently updated by adding or deleting them, and are stored in floppy disks or other secondary media. However, data files in secondary media are sometimes broken by several errors due to noises, human errors and hardware faults. In this case, we have to reconstruct the same files from the beginning. The most simple and dependable method to ensure the safety of data would be always to make the backup copies of all files in other places, and to take out them if files in the original secondary media are broken. But, this method would take hours and costs, when files become large. To make the backup copies efficiently, we might dump only files which have changed since the last backup. This would reduce significantly both duration time and chniques for database failures [2, 13] , the backup policies for hard disks oint intervals [4, 7, 8, 201 were studied in many papers . In this paper, ive damage model to the backup of files for database media failures, by putting damage shock by update, failure shock by database failure and damage by dumped files : A database is updated at a nonhomogeneous Poisson process with an intensity function X(t) = p7(t) and only files, which have changed or are new since the last backup, are , which is called incremental backup. Further, the full backup is done at a specified day, and all files are dumped, e.g., on the weekend, because it needs both enlarged time and size of backup. Suppose that a database system fails according to a distribution
To ensure the safety of data and to save hours, we make the following backup policy: If the total dumped files do not exceed a threshold level K , we perform the incremental backup where only new files since the previous full backup are dumped. Conversely, we perform the full backup at periodic time T, when the total files have exceeded K, or when the database fails, whichever occurs first. It is assumed that the database system returns to an initial state by the full backup.
Let introduce the following costs: A cost cl is suffered for the incremental backup, a cost c2 + @(X) is suffered for the full backup at time T when the total files are X (0 < X < K), a cost c3 + @ ( K ) is suffered for the full backup when the total files have exceeded a threshold level K . and a cost 04 + @(X) is suffered for the recovery when the database fails, where cl 5 c2 < c3 < c4 and ~( 0 )
(2.4), (2.5) and (2.7), the expected cost to full backup is 
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where E (T) is given in (2.6), and 4. Optimal Policy Suppose that @(X) = CQX, i.e., the proportional cost of full backup is a linear function of dumped files, because the full backup cost would increase in proportion to quantities of floppy disks or other storage files, and usage times spent for dumped files. In this case, the numerator A(T) in (3.3) is rewritten as
Thus, if M{K) (K) < CO, then, C(0) l i m~+~ C(T) = CO, and hence, there exists a positive T* (0 < T* < CO) which minimizes C(T).
A necessary condition that a finite T* minimizes C(T) is given by differentiating C(T)
with respect to T and setting it equal to zero. Hence, from (3.2) and (4.1), we have where Letting L(T) be the left-hand side of (4.21,
G^ (K) where E ( m ) == limT E(T) and U(m) l i m~ U(T).
If U'{T) > 0 and Â£(m > c2, then L(T) is a strictly increasing function from 0 to L (~o ) , and hence, there exists a finite and unique T* (0 < T* < 00) which satisfies (4.2), and the resulting cost is Conversely, if U'(T) > 0 and L(oo) < Â£ or U1(T) < 0 then T* = 00.
In particular, note that L(m) = oo when the database is updated at a nonhomogeneous Poisson process with a mean-value function R(t) p\tm (m > 1) [B] .
Numerical Examples
Suppose that the database is updated at a Poisson process with rate p\ , i.e., \(t) = p\, R(t) = p\t, Hj(t) = e-P" ( j = 0,1,2, -S ) and F(t) = 1 -e-('-p)".
Exponential case
We compute the optimal policy numerically when Gj(x) = 1 -e p x , i.e., G^(x) = 1 -~~[ ( /^' / t ! ] e -~ ( j = 1,2,--S) and M ( K ) = pK. In this case, when
is strictly decreasing in j when Gj(x) = 1 -e->". Thus, V(T) is strictly increasing in T [15] , and V(m) limT400 V(T) = 1. Letting Q(T) be the left-hand side of (5.1), it is evident that
T-+0
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Thus, if p < 1, then we have the following optimal policy: -(l-p) ^) > c 3 -c~c o l Ã then there exists a finite and unique T* (0 < T* < oo) which satisfies (5.1), and the resulting cost is
:co,p then T* = oo, and the resulting cost is
It is easily seen that Q ( T ) is strictly increasing in p since V ( T ) is also strictly increasing in p. Hence, optimal T* in case(i) is a decreasing function of p.
In particular, when p = 1, the optimal policy is rewritten as: Table 1 gives the optimal full backup times AT* and the resulting costs C ( T * ) / ( A c 2 ) for p = 1. 00,0.98,0.96 and p K = 8,101 12,14,16,18 when ci/c2 = 0.5, c3/c2 = 4, c4/c2 = 25 and cn/(c2y) = 0.1. Note that all costs are relative to cost c2 and all times are relative to I/A. Similarly, Table 2 gives the optimal full backup times AT* and the resulting costs C(T*)/(Ac2) for ~3 1~2 = 3,6,12,24 and co/(c2ft) = 0.01,0.10,1.00 when c1/c2 = 0.5, c4/c2 = Table 2 Optimal full backup time XT' and the resulting costs C(T*)/(Ac2) when 01/02 = 0.5, 04/02 = 25, p K = 12 and p = 0.98 25, p = 0.98 and p K = 12. In this case, from optimal policy ( i ) , finite AT* exist uniquely if c3/c2 -q/(c2p) > 1 + (1 -0.98)/[0.98(1 -e(1-0-98)x12)] w 1.096. These show that the optimal XT' are increasing with both q/(c2p) and pK, and conversely, are decreasing when e3/c2 is increasing, and the costs C(T*)/(\C2) are increasing with both @/(c2p) and c3/c2, and conversely, are decreasing when p K is increasing. Further, both optimal times AT* and resulting costs C{T*)/(AQ) become small as p becomes large, because the mean time l/(pA) of update becomes small.
For example, when c3/c2 = 4, q/(c2p) = 0.1, p K = 14 and p = 0.98, the optimal full backup time XT* is about 9.2. That is, when the mean time of update is 1/(pA) = 1 day, the optimal full backup time T* is about 9.2p w 9 days. Taking another point of view, = 14 represents the expected number of updates until the total dumped files exceed K. Moreover, the expected number p K becomes large as 1/p is small, and in this case, the optimal times T* also become large, and conversely, the resulting costs C(T*}/(\c2) become small.
.2. Different exponential case
Next, suppose that the amount K of newly dumped files at the j-th update has different exponential distributions, i. e., Gj (X) = 1 -e^j x ( j = 1,2, -. -) . We show that an amount Y y of files which is dumped at the j-th update increases in a geometric ratio. Suppose that an amount of files at some update is Y, the total volume of files is M and the total files which have been already dumped is A (0 < A < M). Then, we assume that an amount of newly dumped files is proportional to the vacant space, i.e., Y X ( M -A)/M. From the above assumption, we have,
(5.9)
We define that Y/M = 1 -a which is an amount ratio of dumped files at the first update. Then, Y./M = Ct'-l(l -a ) ( j = 1,2,. . .) which is a geometric distribution with mean l / ( l Ã a). This shows that an amount of newly dumped files forms a geometric process with Yi/aiF1 ( j = 1,2, . -) where I / a = a in [19] .
In particular, when V-, increases in a geometric ratio, i.e., V, = a j l Y and l / p j (0 < a < 1). Then, the distribution of total files until the j-th update is easily We have proposed the extended cumulative damage model with two kinds 01 shocks where a system fails or suffers only damage, and is replaced at scheduled time T . Using the theory of cumulative processes7 we derive the expected cost and discuss the optimal replacement policy which minimizes it. Further? we have shown that this would be applied to the backup of secondary storage files in the database system. Thus, by estimating the costs of backups and the amount of 
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